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Enabling Regulatory Compliance
Policy, Workflow, and Training Design Excellence

THE CLIENT
Leading Challenger Bank in Europe

This client is the Leading Challenger Bank in Europe - a name true to itself because it challenged traditional banking by offering digital
alternatives. Since its launch in 2015, the company has experienced unprecedented growth with over 10 million customers, 60,000 businesses, and
operations in more than 35 countries, with 1,600+ employees.

The COVID19 pandemic, although a challenging time, was a great opportunity for this client in terms of exploring the digital world. They recently
launched their service of accepting payments online, allowing their customers to send and receive international payments, as well as exchange
funds in multiple currencies.

THE CHALLENGE

Because of its unstoppable growth, the client needed to find the right
outsourcing partner with the strategic and dynamic approach needed to
assist a growing company. After the bidding process, the client chose
TaskUs.

As soon as we started the discussion with this client, our insights team
discovered that before their recent success, the London-based startup
experienced serious setbacks due to alleged lapses in
money-laundering controls and suspicious hiring practices, resulting in
thousands of illegal transactions passing through the client’s digital
banking system in 2018. The poor performance of their then-outsourcing
partner also aggravated the problem.

Acknowledging the totality of the client’s experience, TaskUs embarked
on a mission to strengthen the relationship between the client and their
customers, by enforcing a formidable process and forming the best
possible team to protect and secure the customers’ data.

As soon as the implementation phase began, we organized deep-dive
sessions with the client’s key departments and identified the following:

1. Insufficient documentation and lack of investigation of opened
accounts

2. Poor quality of recruitment and training process
3. A backlog of unresolved chats

THE SOLUTION

To address the insufficient documentation and lack of investigation of
accounts, TaskUs launched and utilized the following tools:

– Confluence Cheat Sheet to eradicate errors, to minimize the
time needed to navigate, and to improve efficiency by keeping
all the important resources in one place.

– Escalation Scope Document covering all the scenarios
which call for Escalations to different Teams, making it a single
stop solution for the Teammates to refer to. Followed by PKTs
and refreshers from TaskUs Training Team.

– Metabase Dashboards to standardize required dispositions
and changes in procedures, to make the calculations easier to
understand.

– Decision Trees to help increase the efficiency & quality of the
Team.

Insufficient documentation error has been trending at 0% for the last 3
weeks. Lack of Investigation dropped down from ~6% to ~4%.

One unique – and key – component of our training program is brand
immersion. Prior to the training program, the client had sessions with our
Learning Experience team to develop specific brand standards. The
ultimate goal was to develop Teammates who are champions of financial
literacy and are highly knowledgeable on the anti-money laundering act,
different fraud processes and prevention, compliance, and digital
banking in general.
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THE RESULTS

– TaskUs exceeded the benchmark metrics:
○ 36.5% points improvement in Productivity from Oct’20 to Dec’20 and meeting the Glide-path
○ 8.4% points improvement in Quality from Oct’20 to Dec’20 and meeting the Glide-path
○ CSAT has reached the 4.5 target after a long stay at the 4.0 mark. The next goal is 4.8.

– The revenue of our client increased by 85%, from $800,000 in 2019 to a whopping $5.2 million in only the first quarter of 2021.
– Our FTEs increased from 15 from only one LOB in 2019, to 265 FTEs from six LOBs. Because of our performance, the client has seen

the relevance and effectiveness of our work in their overall business.
– The Launching of SUPER TEAMMATES:

○ Through innovative recruiting, onboarding, and training, TaskUs brings a cadre of multi-faceted and skilled Teammates with
seasoned ability to:

■ Address a broad range of complex financial scenarios with a customer care service
■ Report back and recommend improvements and innovations
■ Continue to evolve efficiency and outcomes
■ Support pivot from a cost center to revenue center

KEYS TO SUCCESS

– Early involvement of TaskUs Content Security domain experts to guide thinking and decision-making
– Highly collaborative and consultative relationship with the client’s T&S team
– Engaging TaskUs support teams such as  LEX, Implementations, and Operations Leadership to ensure timely delivery, consistency,

and scalability
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